CULTURAL FUSION

Modern Classics Wool/
Courtron™ Polypropylene
Collections
Step back in time to an era when area rug patterns told epic stories, representing the rich heritage of nomadic tribes and royal families with centuries of history. Paying homage to the ornate caliber of workmanship seen in these classic Persian designs, Couristan has a wide selection of vintage-inspired wool and Courtron™ polypropylene area rugs that showcase authentic old world details. With a subtle modern-day makeover that includes updated colorways and a sturdy power-loomed construction, these regal floor fashions offer enduring beauty for today’s traditional and transitional interiors.

Available in a range of prices, each of these meticulously recreated designs expresses an appreciation for classic styling while offering an aesthetic that is undeniably made for the dynamics of a present-day household. Power-loomed with the highest quality fibers, all five collections highlighted in this brochure provide durability, luxury and polished perfection. Besides the lush comfort, the dense surfaces of these plush area rugs offer inherent benefits such as stain resistance and resilience under furniture and foot traffic.

Intricate and captivating, indulgent and refined, Couristan fuses the past with the present with a full assortment of Persian area rug designs that bring home décor back to an age of stateliness and splendor.
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*Selected Area Rugs Featured in this Brochure are Available in Matching Roll Runners. Please Check Size Availability of Each Design Prior to Placing an Order.*
KASHIMAR collection

Semi-Worsted New Zealand Wool

Face-to-Face Wilton Woven
Locked-In-Weave and Crystal-Point Finish
25-Year Limited Warranty
(Roll Runners Carry a Two-Year Limited Warranty)
Pile Height: .28"
Power-Loomed in Belgium

STOCKED SIZES

2'2" x 4'9"  |  4'6" x 6'9"  |  5'3" x 7'9"  |  6'6" x 10'1"  |  7'10" x 11'2"  |  9'10" x 14'1"
2'2" x 9'3" Runner

ALL SIZES ARE APPROXIMATE

* Design is Available in a Matching 26" Wide Roll Runner  ● Design is Available in a Matching 31" Wide Roll Runner
0612/3337
ALL OVER CENTER MEDALLION/ANTIQUE RED

*8143/3203
IMPERIAL BAKTIARI/ANTIQUE RED
MONARCH *collection*

100% Heat-Set Courtron™ Polypropylene

Face-to-Face Wilton Woven
One Million Points of Yarn Per Square Meter
Heavy Dense Luxurious Pile
Persian-Inspired Designs Highlighted in a Fashion Forward Palette
Pile Height: .433" Power-Loomed in Belgium

STOCKED SIZES
3'3" x 5'3"  |  5'3" x 7'6"  |  7'10" x 11'2"  |  2'3" x 7'7" Runner

ALL SIZES ARE APPROXIMATE
MONARCH COLLECTION

JE57/1454
YAMUT/BORDEAUX-SLATE

JE57/6464
YAMUT/ANTIQUE CREAM-MOCHA

JE65/1454
MEDALLION/BORDEAUX-SLATE

JE65/6454
MEDALLION/ANTIQUE CREAM-SLATE
Face-to-Face Wilton Woven
Locked-In-Weave and Crystal-Point Finish
Replicas of Ancient Historic Patterns in a Rich Color Spectrum of Rustic Hues
25-Year Limited Warranty
(Roll Runners Carry a Two-Year Limited Warranty)
Pile Height: .28"
Power-Loomed in Belgium

STOCKED SIZES

4'6" x 6'6" | 5'3" x 7'6" | 6'6" x 9'10" | 7'10" x 11'2" | 9'10" x 13'9" | 2'2" x 8'11" Runner

ALL SIZES ARE APPROXIMATE

- Design is Available in a Matching 26" Wide Roll Runner
- Design is Available in a Matching 31" Wide Roll Runner
1067/3097
KERMAN MEDALLION/BURGUNDY

1383/3890
MAMLUKEN/BURGUNDY

*1660/3066
PAZYRK/BURNISHED RUST

*4308/0300
KASHKAI/BURGUNDY
OLD WORLD CLASSICS COLLECTION

4348/0400
JOSHAGAN/RUST-NAVY

4348/0500
JOSHAGAN/NAVY-RUST

4553/4350
ANTIQUE MASHAD/BURNISHED CLAY

4553/5430
ANTIQUE MASHAD/ANTIQUE RED

couristan.com
SULTAN TREASURES collection

100% Heat-Set Courtron™ Polypropylene

Face-to-Face Wilton Woven
One Million Points of Yarn
Per Square Meter
Soft, Luxurious Finish
Traditional Persian Designs Highlighted
in a Range of Rich, Modern Colors
Pile Height: .43”
Power-Loomed in Belgium

STOCKED SIZES

2' x 3'7” | 3'11" x 5'3” | 5'3" x 7'6” | 6'6" x 9'6” | 7'10" x 11'2” | 9'2" x 12'5”
2'7” x 7'10” Runner

ALL SIZES ARE APPROXIMATE
ZAHARA collection

100% Heat-Set Courtron™ Polypropylene

Face-to-Face Wilton Woven
Pile Features a Soft, Luxurious Texture
Designs Include Vintage-Inspired Motifs and Patterns
Pile Height: .315”
Power-Loomed in Turkey

STOCKED SIZES

2’ x 3’7” | 3’11” x 5’3” | 5’3” x 7’6” | 7’10” x 11’2” | 9’2” x 12’5” | 2’7” x 7’10” Runner

ALL SIZES ARE APPROXIMATE
1142/0427
FLORAL EMBLEM/BLACK-OATMEAL

1143/0330
EMBELLISHED BLOSSOM/BLACK-RED-OATMEAL

1143/0431
EMBELLISHED BLOSSOM/LIGHT BLUE-OATMEAL

1443/0280
FARAHAN AMULET/RED-BLACK-OATMEAL
1443/0299
FARAHAN AMULET/LIGHT BLUE-BLACK

1443/0402
FARAHAN AMULET/OATMEAL-BLACK